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Transcript 
13:01:52 We are about to start recording. 

13:01:53 And then we'll. 

13:01:58 So good afternoon, everyone or morning. 

13:01:59 Depending on where you are in the country. 

13:02:03 My name is Matthew Evans, director, senior director of public policy. 

13:02:06 Four. 

13:01:46 Alright everyone, I appreciate you all joining, We are about to start recording, and then we'll. 

13:02:07 United philanthropy forum. 

13:01:56 So good afternoon everyone, or good morning, depending on where you are in the country. 

13:02:09 And this is our second of foundations on that hill. 

13:02:11 Webinar prep webinar. 

13:02:13 Help folks get ready. 

13:02:16 For a foundation on the hill in April. 

13:02:19 In this program today, we'll go over. 

13:02:24 Some programming specifics, 

13:02:26 but also go over some of the talking points that we are prepping. 

13:01:59 My name is Matthew Evans direct Senior Director of Public Policy for United Philanthropy 

Forum. This is our second of foundations on the hill, a webinar prep webinars help folks get ready for 

foundation on the hill. 

13:02:28 As you plan your meetings. 

13:02:30 On virtually. 

13:02:32 And members of Congress. 

13:02:34 And so before I begin. 

13:02:36 And before I share my screen, I'll. 



13:02:38 I'll give. 

13:02:42 Folks to give a chance to introduce themselves in the chat box. 

13:02:17 In April, and this program today we'll go over some programming specifics but also go over 

some of the talking points that we are prepping as you plan your meetings on or virtually with Hill staff, 

and members of Congress. 

13:02:48 And then we later in the program, 

13:02:50 we will go around and have a open discussion. 

13:02:52 But if you would just sort of put who you are and where you're from. 

13:02:54 In the chat box so that your colleagues from around the country will 

13:02:56 know. 

13:02:33 And so before I begin, and before I share my screen, I'll give folks to give a chance to introduce 

themselves in the chat box. 

13:02:57 That'd be greatly appreciated. 

13:03:02 As you do that, I'll just start sharing my screen as we get this. 

13:02:43 And then we later in the program will go around and have an open discussion, but if you would 

just sort of put, who you are and where you're from, in the chat box so that your colleagues from 

around the country will know. 

13:03:05 Going. 

13:03:12 Maybe you can see the screen share, please just give me a thumbs up. 

13:03:15 Awesome. 

13:02:54 That'd be greatly appreciated. 

13:02:58 As you do that I'll just start sharing my screen as we get this going. 

13:03:16 Thanks so much. 

13:03:19 So, as I said, 

13:03:08 You can see the screen share please just give me a thumbs up. 

13:03:22 Today, we're just going to go over some programming. 

13:03:24 And talking point overview for. 

13:03:28 And you'll be allowed to ask questions throughout. 

13:03:30 This webinar. 

13:03:13 Awesome. 



13:03:14 Thanks so much. 

13:03:36 I'm also joined by some colleagues from independent sector, 

13:03:39 as well as council foundation. 

13:03:18 So as I said, Today we're just going to go over some programming and talking point overview 

for Fox, and you'll be allowed to ask questions throughout this webinar. 

13:03:40 And you will hear from there. 

13:03:41 A little later. 

13:03:42 So let's get started. 

13:03:43 You just heard my opening remarks. We're just. 

13:03:45 I'm going to go over the programming. 

13:03:50 Specific review some of the proposed talking points and then talk 

13:03:30 I'm also joined by some colleagues from independent sector as well as Council of Foundations 

and you will hear from them a little later. 

13:03:38 So, let's get started. 

13:03:53 about some. 

13:03:54 Reminders for a foundation on the hill. 

13:03:56 That's me. 

13:04:00 So again, foundations on the hill is the premier public policy of. 

13:04:04 For the sector. 

13:04:05 It allows us to come together. One. 

13:04:08 And, and advocate on behalf of effector and communities. 

13:03:41 You just heard my opening remarks, we're just going to go over the programming, specific 

review some of the proposed talking points and then talk about some just team lead reminders for 

foundations on the hill. 

13:03:53 That's me. 

13:04:11 It also gives a chance for us to collaborate. 

13:03:55 So again, foundations on the hill is the premier of public policy event for the sector. 

13:04:13 Long-term. 

13:04:17 In order to really uplift some of the pieces of a. 

13:04:21 Really uplift public policy issues. 



13:04:23 That we think are important to members of Congress and their staff. 

13:04:25 This is the 19th year. 

13:04:28 Foundations on the hill. 

13:04:29 Second year in a row. 

13:04:01 It allows us to come together one and advocate on behalf of the sector and communities that 

we serve, and also gives a chance for us to collaborate, long term in order to really uplift, some of the 

pieces of a really uplift public policy issues that we 

13:04:31 We're doing things virtually. 

13:04:19 think are important to members of Congress and their staff. 

13:04:37 And because of that, 

13:04:38 we do have some informative and engaging program that includes 

13:04:40 speakers and panels. 

13:04:42 That focuses on key public policy issues, including. 

13:04:44 Racial equity. 

13:04:46 So for programming. 

13:04:47 This year. 

13:04:23 This is the 19th year for foundations on the hill, second year in a row that we're doing things 

virtually. And because of that, we do have some informative and engaging program that includes 

speakers and panels that focuses on key public policy issues 

13:04:50 It's sent over three days as you know, 

13:04:52 the fifth through the 7th of April. 

13:04:57 All all meetings and conferences sessions will be held on online via 

13:05:01 swap card. 

13:05:02 We have decided to keep swap card this year. 

13:04:39 including uplifting racial equity. 

13:05:07 They have an additional features that allow folks who meet with their 

13:04:44 So for programming. This year it's set over three days, as you know, the fifth through the 

seventh of April, all, all meetings and conferences sessions will be held on online via swap card. 

13:05:10 teams. 

13:05:11 Separately. 



13:05:12 It also will allow for one-on-one meetings. 

13:05:14 If we're folks, if you want to talk to a colleague. 

13:05:17 From across the country. So. 

13:04:58 We have decided to keep swap car this year. 

13:05:22 Maggie. You want to talk to Deborah? 

13:05:23 You can pull her aside and have a one-on-one chat within the swap 

13:05:02 They have an additional features that allow folks to meet with their teams separately. it also 

will allow for one on one meetings if we're folks if you want to talk to colleagues from across the 

country. 

13:05:26 choir platform. 

13:05:35 So think of it as if you were at a conference or at foundations on the 

13:05:38 hill in person, and you were walking down the hall and sort of, 

13:05:16 So, Maggie you want to talk to Deborah you can pull her aside and have a one on one, chat 

within the slack cloud platform. 

13:05:40 sort of mimics that sort of interaction. And we really want people to, 

13:05:42 to get the best and the most out of Bell's interactions. 

13:05:22 So think of it as if you were at a conference or at least on the hill in person or you were walking 

down the hall and sort of sort of mimics that sort of interaction and we really want people to get the 

best and the most out of those interactions. 

13:05:45 We will include a opening and closing keynote. 

13:05:47 The opening will be on the fifth and the closing keynote will be on 

13:05:49 the seventh. 

13:05:50 We are asking folks. 

13:05:34 We will include a opening and closing keynote, and the opening will be on the fifth and the 

closing keynote will be on the seventh. 

13:06:01 You know, 

13:06:02 wild foundation on the hill is scheduled for the fifth through seven 

13:06:05 with asking folks, you know, 

13:06:06 to spread their meetings out over two weeks, if they can, 

13:06:08 because we know bandwidth can be an issue. 

13:06:10 So we want to make sure that you all have the time to schedule 



13:06:13 meetings with your members of Congress. 

13:06:14 And then after those two weeks, we will schedule a official. 

13:05:43 And we are asking folks, you know, while foundation on the hill is scheduled for the fifth 

through seven with asking folks you know to spread their meanings out over two weeks if they can 

because we know bandwidth can be an issue so we want to make sure 

13:06:16 Foundations on the hill. 

13:06:17 Debrief where we all can come together and talk about synergies. 

13:06:20 Messages that were shared. 

13:05:57 that you all have the time to schedule meetings with your members of Congress, and then 

after those two weeks we will schedule a official foundations on the hill debrief where we all can come 

together and talk about synergies messages that were shared 

13:06:22 Takeaways, et cetera. 

13:06:10 takeaways etc. 

13:06:37 And again, the conference will include advocacy engagement activities. 

13:06:13 And again, the conference will include advocacy engagement activities, you'll be able to write 

your mentor Congress will also encourage folks to use social media to uplift bought one of the big things 

about holidays virtual holidays, is that everyone 

13:06:40 You'll be able to write your members of Congress will also encourage 

13:06:42 folks who use social media to uplift boss. 

13:06:45 One of the big things about hill days, 

13:06:47 virtual holidays is that everyone comes together in a, 

13:06:49 in a collaborative way to, 

13:06:51 to show the power in numbers for each sector. 

13:06:27 One of the big things about holidays virtual holidays, is that everyone comes together in a 

collaborative way to, to show the power in numbers for each sector and so foundation on the hill it's no 

different. 

13:06:53 And so foundations on the hill, it's no different. 

13:06:55 And we would, 

13:06:56 so we do want to have some coordinated messaging on social media and 

13:06:59 in other platforms, 

13:07:00 So we'll be using that to get those messages out to members of 

13:07:03 Congress and on the hill. 



13:07:04 And again, 

13:07:05 You know, it's not solely Jeff's meeting. 

13:07:07 So folks who maybe have scheduled meetings. 

13:07:08 Outside of these dates. 

13:07:09 The, 

13:06:36 And we would, so we do want to have some coordinated messaging on social media and in 

other platforms. So we'll be using that to get those message out to members of Congress, and on the 

hill. 

13:06:51 And again, you know it's not solely just meeting so folks who maybe have scheduled meetings. 

13:07:10 the good thing about foundations on the hill is that you will also 

13:07:12 have programming and you'll be able to meet with your colleagues will 

13:07:16 also participate and. 

13:07:21 And panel discussions hear from keynote speakers. 

13:07:23 So it's open to the entire sector. 

13:07:25 So it's important to distinguish that, 

13:07:26 although we are still meeting virtually with members of Congress and 

13:06:56 outside of these dates. The, the good thing about foundation on the hill is that you will also 

have programming and you'll be able to meet with your colleagues and also participate and and panel 

discussions here from keynote speakers. 

13:07:29 their staff, 

13:07:30 There is incentive in participating in the programming that will be 

13:07:12 So it's open to the entire sector so it's important to distinguish that although we are still 

meeting virtually with members of Congress and their staff. 

13:07:34 available and having your voice heard in some of those discussions. 

13:07:37 So talk about featured keynote speakers possible. 

13:07:39 We'll have that. 

13:07:40 Similar to an in-person conference. 

13:07:41 The keynote speakers will be there to provide context and. 

13:07:43 Set the tone. 

13:07:44 For the conference. 



13:07:21 There is incentive in participating in the programming that will be available, and having your 

voice heard and some of those discussions. 

13:07:45 Like last year. 

13:07:47 The speakers that issue is founded on the hill will speak to. 

13:07:53 Our role in public policy as a sector and the leverage, 

13:07:56 how we can leverage that role to uplift critical issues. 

13:07:58 For, I like defense. 

13:07:59 The sector as well as racial equity issues. And so, again, 

13:07:31 So talking about featured keynote speakers possible have that similar to an in person 

conference the keynote speakers will be there to provide context and set the tone for the conference. 

13:08:09 Just setting the tone, 

13:07:43 Like last year, the speakers at this year's foundation on the hill will speak to our role in public 

policy as a sector and the leverage, how we can leverage that role to uplift critical issues for like 

defensive the sector as well as racial equity issues. 

13:08:10 getting folks involved and having an ongoing conversation about the 

13:08:12 importance of the intersection between philanthropy and public policy. 

13:08:15 Defensive sector, racial equity, et cetera. 

13:08:17 All of those things will be discussed during this program. 

13:07:57 And so, again, just setting the tone, getting folks involved and having an ongoing conversation 

about the importance of the intersection between philanthropy and public policy defenses a sector 

racial equity etc. 

13:08:11 All of those things will be discussed during this program. 

13:08:26 And one of the good things about the panels is also includes public 

13:08:28 policy experts, 

13:08:29 both at the state level and inside the beltway in Washington. 

13:08:36 We want to make, we want people to come together, 

13:08:38 but also learn during foundations on the hill and this program 

13:08:17 And one of the good things about the panels is also includes public policy experts both at the 

state level, and inside the beltway in Washington. We want to make. 

13:08:41 provides the opportunity to do so. 

13:08:43 And so public policy experts. 



13:08:45 Some of them, you work with some of whom you might have. 

13:08:46 Might be able to see for the first time we'll be available. 

13:08:49 As a part of programming. 

13:08:50 Four foundations on the hill this year. 

13:08:55 And I've talked about the panel discussion. The bay will. 

13:08:29 We want people to come together but also learn during found based on the hill and. This 

program provides the opportunity to do so. And so, public policy experts, some of them, you work with 

some of whom you might have might be able to see for the first 

13:08:41 time will be available as a part of programming foundations on the hill this year. 

13:09:02 Barry from our wide range of issues, including a donor advised funds. 

13:09:05 We never, we talked about the APAC. 

13:09:06 That's going to be a part of a panel discussion, but. 

13:09:08 We're also going to talk about state advocacy and how to correlate. 

13:09:12 You'll stay out of the, afterwards when your federal advocacy efforts. 

13:09:14 Talking about sprinting democracy. 

13:08:50 And I talked about the panel discussion, they will vary from a wide range of issues, including 

Donor Advised funds we know we talked about the a fact, that's going to be a part of a panel discussion 

but we're also going to talk about state advocacy, and 

13:09:04 how to correlate you stay advocacy efforts when your federal our advocacy efforts. 

13:09:20 Other issues will also be top of mind during the programming 

13:09:24 for foundations on the hill. 

13:09:26 And here. 

13:09:27 Just some, some key programming aspects. 

13:09:10 Talking about spreading democracy centers. Other issues will also be top of mind. During the 

programming for foundations on the hill. 

13:09:37 To to view here on this screen, 

13:09:38 but if you have the chance for having done so already, 

13:09:40 we have a full program and agenda online, 

13:09:42 and my colleague Brandon will share that link with you. 

13:09:45 In the chat. 



13:09:46 Feel free to peruse the agenda. 

13:09:47 Take notes of what sessions you may want to attend. 

13:09:49 And we'll start in the coming weeks. We'll start. 

13:09:23 And here are just some some key programming aspects to to view here on this screen but if 

you have the chance or haven't done so already, we have a full program and agenda online, and my 

colleague Brandon will share that link with you in the chat. 

13:09:51 Advertising. 

13:09:52 Our speakers for each session. 

13:09:54 Since you're aware of who you're going to hear from and, 

13:09:56 and where you would like to. 

13:09:57 I'm spending some of your time. 

13:10:02 Because again, this is a virtual. 

13:10:08 Conference. We know that technology sometimes can be our friend, 

13:09:38 Feel free to peruse the agenda, take notes of what sessions you may want to attend. And we'll 

start on the coming week and we'll start advertising, our speakers for each session, since you're aware 

of who you're going to hear from and where you would 

13:09:53 like to spend some of your time. 

13:10:11 but also it can be an enemy. So. 

13:10:12 We just want to encourage you to think. 

13:10:15 Ahead of time about all of your technology technology needs, 

13:10:18 make sure that you add. 

13:10:19 The team lead that your team members. 

13:10:22 Have there either office computers, 

13:10:24 some of you may be back in the office. 

13:10:25 Somebody you still may be working from home. 

13:10:26 Please. 

13:10:00 Because, again, this is a virtual conference, we know that technology sometimes can be our 

friend but also can be our enemy so we just want to encourage you to think ahead of time about all of 

your technology technology needs. 

13:10:28 Do a double check of all of these. 

13:10:29 Equipment requirements before. 



13:10:14 Make sure that you as a team lead that your team members have their either office computer. 

Some of you may be back in the office, some of you still may be working from home. 

13:10:35 You kick off your foundation on the hill experience, 

13:10:37 but also before you kick off any meetings with members of. 

13:10:41 Members of Congress or their staff. 

13:10:42 Because that could be a, that could. 

13:10:45 Lead for you. 

13:10:24 Please do a double check of all of these equipment requirements before you kick off your 

foundation on the hill experience but also before you click on any meetings with members. 

13:10:46 Losing some time with, with staff members. 

13:10:53 If you have a technology issue. So we'll again, be using swap card. 

13:10:57 A lot of our members are familiar with five-part. 

13:10:58 And we'll be using that again. 

13:10:59 Zoom again. 

13:11:00 As a key. 

13:11:02 A program that most everyone has your other zoom call right now. 

13:10:45 to you, losing some time with with staff members. If you have a technology issue so will again 

be using swap cards, a lot of our members are familiar with Flipkart and will be using that again. 

13:11:07 And then what is formerly known as phone to action? 

13:11:11 Now capital can marry and we'll be using that to help uplift our 

13:11:13 messaging. 

13:11:15 Through through social media and other means. 

13:11:18 But for hill meanings again, I said that the, the last women are. 

13:11:20 This is very important. 

13:10:55 Zoom again as a, as a heat a key program that most everyone has you're on a zoom call right 

now. And then, what is formerly known as call to action is now capital Canary, and we'll be using that to 

help uplift our messaging through, through social media 

13:11:12 and other means. 

13:11:32 When you're scheduling your meetings with members of Congress, 

13:11:34 you need to make sure you nail down what platform they are using 



13:11:37 because there's not a uniform platform on the hill. 

13:11:14 But for Hill meetings again I said that the the last webinar this is very important when you're 

scheduling your meetings with members of Congress, you need to make sure you nail down what 

platform they are using because there's not a uniform platform 

13:11:40 So some offices use teams, some offices use WebEx, others use zoom. 

13:11:27 on the hill so some offices use teams some offices use WebEx others use zoom. 

13:11:43 You need to really make sure that you have that. 

13:11:46 Squared away. 

13:11:47 So there aren't any issues in that you don't lose any FaceTime, 

13:11:49 a valuable FaceTime with a members. MSF com. 

13:11:51 Come meeting time. 

13:11:55 And again, just make sure everything's compatible. 

13:11:57 We know it can be stressful, 

13:11:32 You need to really make sure that you have that squared away, so there aren't any issues and 

that you don't lose any FaceTime valuable FaceTime with members and their staff come competing 

time. 

13:11:58 but the one good thing about virtual foundations on the hill, 

13:12:00 it allows for most more folks who participate. 

13:12:02 But. 

13:12:06 It just depends on how connected you are when it comes to making sure 

13:12:10 that your technology is in line with what members of Congress with 

13:12:13 staff are using. 

13:12:14 So I'll stop there. 

13:11:47 And again, just make sure everything's compatible. We know it can be stressful but the one 

good thing about a virtual foundation on the hill, it allows for most more folks who participate. 

13:12:15 You know, 

13:11:55 But it just depends on how connected, you are when it comes to making sure that your 

technology is in line with what members of Congress with that are using. 

13:12:16 after that brief overview of the programming to see if folks have any 

13:12:19 questions or concerns. 

13:12:07 So I'll stop there. 



13:12:20 And if not, we'll then go over to. 

13:12:22 An overview of our key messages and themes. 

13:12:10 And, you know, after that brief overview of the programming, to see if folks have any 

questions or concerns, and if not we'll then go over to an overview of our key messages and things. 

13:12:34 All right. Well seeing no. 

13:12:35 No questions. 

13:12:37 I'm just checking the chat to. 

13:12:42 Okay. So capital Canary is. 

13:12:44 Bone to action change. 

13:12:48 It's a branding really found to action. 

13:12:50 Changed your name to capital quinary when they started. 

13:12:31 All right, well, saying no, no questions. I'm just checking the chat if you have any. 

13:12:52 A lot of their advocacy efforts were done through cell phone and text 

13:12:55 messages. 

13:12:56 That's not done as much anymore. And so they do. 

13:13:00 Emails targeted emails to members of Congress, et cetera. 

13:13:05 And so we have the platform on our website and that we'll continue to 

13:13:08 use that. 

13:12:39 Okay so capital Canary is phone to action change, it's a branding really found to actually change 

your name to capital Canary when they started a lot of their advocacy efforts were done through cell 

phone and text messages. 

13:13:09 For 'em. 

13:13:10 Pre drafted emails. 

13:13:17 That speak to specific legislative issues like the universal 

13:13:20 charitable deduction, et cetera. 

13:13:22 That you can send to your home a representative and, and Senator. 

13:13:25 And so that's what a capital Canary is. 

13:12:52 That's not done as much anymore and so they do emails targeted emails to members of 

Congress, etc. And so we have the platform on our website and that will continue to use that for a pre 

drafted emails that that speak to specific legislative issues like 



13:13:29 And we'll and our. 

13:13:33 Webinar, we'll go over the specifics of how you can use, 

13:13:35 how you can use that to. 

13:13:36 To participate in foundation on the hill. 

13:13:39 All right. 

13:13:14 the universal travel deduction, etc. that you can say into your home representative and and 

Senator. And so that's what I capital canaries 

13:13:34 and will. 

13:13:28 And our next webinar will go over the specifics of how you can use how you can use that to to 

participate in foundation on the hill. 

13:13:38 Alright. 

13:13:52 So next, 

13:13:53 we're just going to kind of go over the key messages and themes. 

13:13:56 You know, the value of, 

13:13:57 of foundations on the hill is getting face time with your members of 

13:14:00 Congress and staff. And so what we try to put together, 

13:13:40 So next we're just going to kind of go over the key messages and things, you know, and the 

value of, of foundations on the hill is getting face time with your members of Congress and staff and so 

what we try to put together in a talking point for guy 

13:14:05 And the talking points guide that can help you in your discussion. 

13:14:08 And that can lead you talk point by point, 

13:14:10 because we know that it's important one for members to get the right 

13:14:13 information, but it's also important for you. 

13:14:15 To make, to, 

13:14:16 to make sure that you're giving them the best information. 

13:14:18 And so we're putting the. 

13:14:19 Documents together. 

13:14:20 That will be released next week, but we want to go over sort of. 

13:13:53 that can help you in your discussion, and that can lead you point by point, because we know 

that it's important one for members to get the right information but it's also important for you to make 

to make sure that you're giving them the best information 



13:14:22 Overview of all of them today and feel any questions that you may have 

13:14:25 so that if we do need to make any adjustments, we will. 

13:14:31 All right. So the key messages and themes are as follows the value of 

13:14:35 philanthropy and how we collaborate. 

13:14:38 Public policy and the philanthropic sector. 

13:14:08 and so we're putting these documents together. That will be released next week but we want 

to go over sort of the overview of all of them today and feel any questions that you may have so that if 

we do need to make any adjustments we will. 

13:14:40 Why members of the Congress want to know why philanthropy. 

13:14:42 Sometimes. 

13:14:43 Why are you? Why are we lobbying? I didn't know, philanthropy. 

13:14:45 You know, 

13:14:46 Did this, you know, 

13:14:47 While some offices have great relationships with us. 

13:14:56 Others may not. 

13:14:57 And so it's important to give them background about the sector and why 

13:14:24 Alright so the key messages and themes are as follows the value of life be and how we 

collaborate. Public Policy and the philanthropic sector. Why, members of Congress want to know you 

know why is philanthropy, sometimes. 

13:14:59 these issues are important to you as well as your members and the 

13:14:39 Why are you, why are we loving, I didn't know plant be, you know, did this you know some, 

while some offices have great relationships with us. Others may not and so it's important to give them 

background about the sector, and why these issues are important 

13:15:02 communities across the country. 

13:15:03 And then the final piece is also just our legislative focus for this 

13:15:06 year. As we close out the 117 Congress. 

13:15:09 And 2022. 

13:15:10 What are the. 

13:15:13 Top of mind issues that we as national organizations and are 

13:14:51 to you, as well as your members and the communities across the country. 

13:15:17 talking about. 



13:15:19 And as a member of these organizations, 

13:15:21 how you can sort of relay that message to your member of Congress. 

13:15:25 So I mentioned the value of LFP. 

13:15:26 I'm not going to read everything on the fly, but. 

13:15:28 It's important to know that. 

13:14:55 And then the final piece is also just our legislative focus for this year as we close out the 117 

Congress in 2022. What are the top of mine issues that we as national organizations and are talking 

about. 

13:15:12 And as members of these organizations, how you can sort of relay that message to your 

member of Congress. 

13:15:35 It's important for the member of Congress to know that philanthropy is 

13:15:21 So I mentioned the value of belief be. 

13:15:37 valuable to our country and that they can use philanthropy as a 

13:15:39 collaborator. 

13:15:40 We want to be partners in this work. 

13:15:42 A lot of times with members of Congress. 

13:15:43 To understand. 

13:15:44 How that dynamic works. 

13:15:45 And help them. You. 

13:15:46 It's up to us to educate them about the ins and outs of our sector. 

13:15:24 I'm not going to read everything on the fly, but it's important to know that it's important for 

the member of Congress to know that finance be as valuable to our country, and that they can use 

philanthropy as a collaborator. 

13:15:55 And you as members of the farm and your members and on the ground are 

13:15:58 the field experts for the sector. 

13:15:59 And so this is just a way to let them know. 

13:16:03 That you are there and we can work together to solve some of the 

13:16:05 solutions, solving the problems that impact this country. 

13:16:09 Currently. 



13:15:35 We want to be partners in this work, a lot of times with members of Congress to understand 

how that dynamic works, and help them, you know it's up to us to educate them about the ins and outs 

of our sector, and you as members of the forum and your members, 

13:16:10 And so. 

13:16:11 Philanthropy is valuable to our country and to the collaborator. 

13:16:13 Are some of the key. 

13:15:48 and on the ground, are the field experts for the sector. And so this is just a way to let them 

know that you are there, and we can work together to solve them the solution solving the problems that 

impact of country. 

13:16:14 Sort of points we want to lift up. 

13:16:15 In your talking points. 

13:16:21 And then again, why is philanthropy participating in advocacy? 

13:16:25 Advocacy process or public policy in general. This is a good way. 

13:16:03 Currently, and so philanthropy is valuable to our country and as a collaborator so are some of 

the key points we want to lift up in your talking points. 

13:16:28 To explain that to your members of Congress. 

13:16:30 You know, public policy influences. 

13:16:32 Philanthropy ability. 

13:16:33 To do good. 

13:16:45 I you see that we seek Congress's support on policies that encourage 

13:16:16 And then, again, why is philanthropy participating in advocacy advocacy process or public 

policy in general this is a good way to explain that to your members of Congress, you know, public policy 

influences philanthropies ability to do good. 

13:16:48 giving an address. 

13:16:49 Racial equity allows us to focus on our missions and effectively 

13:16:52 utilize our resources to maximize our impact. 

13:16:55 And. 

13:16:56 You know, when we talk about the equity piece. 

13:16:58 What we say here at the forum is that while philanthropy has a long 

13:17:00 history of I'm trying to fund areas where they believe inequities 

13:17:03 exist, a lot of those inequities exist because of bad public policy. 



13:16:33 You see that we see, you know, Congress's support on policy that encourage giving and 

address racial equity allows us to focus on our message and effectively utilize our resources to maximize 

our impact. 

13:17:05 And it wasn't our best interest of philanthropy as a sector. 

13:17:08 To help. 

13:16:45 And, you know, when we talk about the equity piece, what we say here at the forum is that 

while the landscape has a long history of I'm trying to find areas where they believe in equities exist a lot 

of those inequities exists because of bad public policy, 

13:17:09 Move the needle on some of those policies to correct. 

13:17:11 Those systemic inequities that have persistent. 

13:17:13 For so long. And so this is another way to another angle. 

13:17:18 To really tackle this question. 

13:17:19 If you get it from your members of Congress and to explain to them. 

13:17:21 But you are. 

13:17:22 I'm working for the greater good. 

13:17:24 And the sector as well. 

13:16:57 and isn't our best interest of philanthropy as a sector to help move the needle on some of 

those policies to correct those systemic inequities that have persisted for so long and so this is another 

way to another angle to really tackle this question if 

13:17:29 All right. And so we talked about those are the. 

13:17:36 The top themes, the values. And then the final piece was a sector, 

13:17:15 you get it from your members of Congress and to explain to them that you are working for the 

greater good. And the sector as well. 

13:17:39 legislative focus and. 

13:17:40 For the longest, 

13:17:41 we've talked about stronger charitable giving incentives. 

13:17:43 One of the biggest pieces of legislation out that we continue to 

13:17:45 support. 

13:17:46 And the idea that we continue to support is a universal charitable 

13:17:49 deduction. 

13:17:52 And so the universal giving pandemic response and recovery act, 



13:17:54 it's bolded here on your screen. 

13:17:56 It is the piece of legislation that we will continue to try to lift up 

13:17:26 All right, and so we talked about those are the top themes, the values. And then the final piece 

was a sector legislative focus, and for the longest we've talked about stronger charitable giving 

incentives. 

13:17:39 One of the biggest piece of legislation out that we can team to support, and the idea that we 

continue to support is a universal charitable deduction. 

13:17:59 in these meetings. 

13:18:00 Also you've been captain coronary and others. 

13:18:01 You have the bill numbers here on the screen. 

13:18:07 And this bi-partisan legislate legislation in both the house and the 

13:18:11 Senate. 

13:17:47 And so the universal giving pandemic response and recovery act it's folded here on your screen 

is a piece of legislation that we will continue to try to lift up in these meetings. 

13:17:56 Also using capital Canary and others, you have the bill numbers here on the screen. 

13:18:17 And it's something that we continue to advocate for. And, 

13:18:20 and while sometimes the prospects don't seem to always be the best on 

13:18:22 passage. It is very important for us to continue to drum beat. 

13:18:25 To be. 

13:18:26 Persistent on uplifting the universal charitable deduction. 

13:18:02 And this bipartisan legislative legislation in both the House and the Senate, and it's something 

that we continue to advocate for. And while sometimes the prospects, don't seem to always be the best 

one passage, It is very important for us to continue 

13:18:16 the drumbeat to be persistent on uplifting the universal trail production. 

13:18:35 And I know that is almost unit. 

13:18:37 There's almost been an enemy across the effector on the importance of 

13:18:41 this issue. And we want to continue to lift that up. And so. 

13:18:43 Specifically for, for sector legislative focus. 

13:18:47 The universal giving pandemic response and recovery act is something 

13:18:49 that we, we, we think is important. 



13:18:24 And I know that is almost unit, there's almost an enemy across the sector on the importance of 

this issue and we want to continue to lift that up and so specifically for sector legislative focus. 

13:18:52 All right. So the next piece is. 

13:18:40 The Universal giving pandemic response and recovery act is something that we, we, we think 

it's important. 

13:18:57 You know, DAF and legislative mandates, 

13:18:59 we talked about the eighth acts. 

13:19:03 We know there are varying degrees of opinions on this piece of 

13:19:07 legislation. 

13:19:08 And while. 

13:18:50 Alright so the next piece is, you know, das and legislative mandates we talked about the eighth 

acts. 

13:19:14 Some of us have come out against the, in support of the act. 

13:18:57 We know there are varying degrees of opinions on this piece of legislation. 

13:19:17 Some will come out against it. 

13:19:18 Others have not taken a position like the forum. 

13:19:19 We thought was important to lift up the idea of including the sector. 

13:19:22 And these conversations. 

13:19:04 And while some of us have come out against the support of the Act someone come out against 

it, others have not taken a position like the forum. 

13:19:28 About a reforms that impact the sector. And a lot of you know, 

13:19:31 that organizations like the forum independent sector of the council 

13:19:34 has been working on. 

13:19:35 Internally on proposals. 

13:19:36 Two. 

13:19:37 To, to, to think broadly about what this looks like. 

13:19:14 We thought was important to lift up the idea of including the sector in these conversations 

about reforms that impact the sector. And a lot of you know that organizations like the forum 

independent sector the council has been working on internally on 

13:19:47 And so we wanted to have some talk points available for, to use it. 

13:19:50 Doesn't allow, you know, you don't have to take a position. 



13:19:29 proposals to, to, to, to think broadly about what this looks like. And so we wanted to have 

some talking points available for the US. 

13:19:52 It doesn't pin you in a hole, but it does speak to the idea. 

13:19:54 Of that. If, if this is important reforms for the sector, 

13:19:57 Then we need to be included in these conversations. 

13:19:59 And so this is what we have lifted up in the talking points. 

13:20:03 And I th I would think the main thing to lift up specifically is that. 

13:19:40 It doesn't allow you know you don't have to take a position, it doesn't put you in a hole but it 

does speak to the idea that if, if this is important reforms for the sector, then we need to be including 

these conversations and so this is what we have 

13:20:06 Infrastructure group or in the process of working together. 

13:20:10 To work on profusely that more proposals that more generally reflect 

13:20:12 the diverse nature of the sector. 

13:20:13 With a focus on equitable outcomes. 

13:20:17 For communities across the country. 

13:20:18 And so we know that the bill hasn't moved in the Senate. 

13:19:54 lifted up in the talking points, and I would think the main thing to lift up specifically is that 

infrastructure group are in the process of working together to work on computers and more proposals 

that more generally reflect the diverse nature of the 

13:20:28 Just got introduced in the house not too long ago. 

13:20:30 And so while we wouldn't say this is a sector priority, 

13:20:33 it might be good for members of Congress to hear that if. 

13:20:36 Conversations or having it happening that we want to be a part of 

13:20:38 those conversations and that we can lend our expertise to those 

13:20:08 sector, with a focus on equitable outcomes for communities across the country. And so, we 

know that the bill hasn't moved in the Senate. It just got introduced in the House not too long ago. 

13:20:41 conversations. 

13:20:42 Up with the best possible. 

13:20:43 Policies on to, to lift up, to come out. 

13:20:45 And so this is our thinking here. 



13:20:20 And so while we wouldn't say this is a second priority, it might be good for members of 

Congress to hear that if conversations are happening happening that we want to be a part of those 

conversations and that we can lend our expertise to those conversations 

13:20:47 We welcome any questions or concerns? 

13:20:49 But, you know, 

13:20:35 up with the best possible policies to lift up to come out. And so, this is our thinking here. We 

welcome any questions or concerns. 

13:20:59 We think that this is the best approach, all things considered one, 

13:21:03 because the ability that moving one a and then two, because there's, 

13:21:05 there's a lot of internal conversations going on now within the. 

13:21:08 Within the sector. 

13:21:09 All right. 

13:21:14 So next, I'll pass over to Ben. If you don't mind, 

13:20:47 But, you know, we think that this is the best approach. All things considered, one because of 

building that moving one, and then two, because there's, there's a lot of internal conversations going on 

now within, within the second. 

13:21:03 All right, so. 

13:21:18 and you can talk about the nonprofit sector, 

13:21:20 strength and partnership act. 

13:21:22 And then we'll go from there. Ben. 

13:21:24 I hope. 

13:21:27 I think I've really valuable cautionary tale about mass. 

13:21:31 Warning to check your technology. 

13:21:07 Next, I'll pass over to Ben, if you don't mind and you can talk about the nonprofit sector 

strength and Partnership Act, and then we'll go from there. 

13:21:16 Ben. 

13:21:35 At my in-laws and my headphones. 

13:21:37 We're putting it together with. 

13:21:38 Duct tape. 

13:21:44 The nonprofit sector. 

13:21:46 And partnership. 



13:21:50 Based on a simple premise. 

13:21:19 Thanks Natalie, and to be getting unmuted. I hope I'm, I think a really valuable cautionary tale 

about Matthews warning to check your technology away for the weekend my in laws on my, my phone 

and my headphones were, we're putting it together with with 

13:21:53 That you cannot run a federal program. 

13:21:55 Without the nonprofit sector. 

13:21:59 The charitable sector. 

13:22:03 Third largest employer in America. 

13:22:06 Maybe the last. 

13:21:36 duct tape I wouldn't come wouldn't come too fast equipped like this technologically, the 

nonprofit sector strength and Partnership Act is based on a simple premise that you cannot run a federal 

program without the nonprofit sector, unless maybe you're 

13:22:10 We have less in American society. 

13:22:15 And yet there is no systematic way. 

13:22:19 Charitable organizations are consulted. 

13:22:22 When government. 

13:21:55 the Department of Defense, the charitable sector is the third largest employer in America, and 

may be the last vestige of trust that we, you know, have left in American society. 

13:22:28 Not just in wording grants, 

13:22:29 but designing and implementing public policies. 

13:22:33 And this legislation aims to put our sector. 

13:22:36 At the table. 

13:22:38 It implements structures. 

13:22:42 To do that through a white house office on the nonprofit sector 

13:22:44 partnerships. 

13:22:10 And yet, There is no systematic way that charitable organizations are consulted when, when 

government is not just awarded grants, but designing and implementing public policies, and this 

legislation aims to put our sector, at the at the table. 

13:22:46 Council and an advisory board. 

13:22:53 And also contains a number of policies that are also 

13:22:57 geared towards. 



13:22:58 Not necessarily. 

13:22:59 Things that impact our bottom line. 

13:23:02 But things that put our sector at the table. 

13:22:36 It implements structures to do that through a White House Office on the nonprofit sector 

partnerships, as well as an Interagency Council, and an advisory board. 

13:23:04 In a concrete way. 

13:23:06 For-profit organizations. 

13:23:08 In many respects. 

13:23:12 From a legislative perspective. 

13:23:15 This is legislation that is not yet. 

13:23:17 Congress. 

13:23:18 St Paul. 

13:22:47 It also contains a number of policies that are also geared towards, not necessarily things that 

impact our bottom line tomorrow, but things that put our sector, at the table. 

13:23:21 And. 

13:23:02 In a concrete way parity with for profit organizations and in many respects, from a legislative 

perspective. 

13:23:25 In conversations with the number of potential Republican. 

13:23:30 Something that she believes. 

13:23:32 Certainly I believe. 

13:23:36 And we believe needs to be ought to be bi-partisan. 

13:23:38 Legislation. 

13:23:41 So w we'll see where it stands. 

13:23:12 This is legislation that is not yet introduced Congresswoman Betty McCollum of St. Paul has 

released it, and is in conversations with a number of potential republican cold leads, this is something 

that she believes, and you know that that certainly I 

13:23:31 believe. 

13:23:47 But we're hopeful that this bill will be introduced by then. 

13:23:50 You know, we'll be, we'll be rounding up. 

13:23:55 We're also really grateful to, you know, all of the, you know, 



13:23:32 And we believe needs to be ought to be bipartisan legislation. 

13:23:38 So we'll see where it stands. 

13:23:59 Organizations like the forum. 

13:24:01 The council and others. 

13:23:41 Come, you know come fall off. But we're hopeful that this bill will be introduced by them, and 

that the, you know, will be will be rounding up co sponsors. 

13:24:04 As well as the individual on the ground. 

13:24:07 Non-profits the national nonprofits. 

13:24:13 Supporting organizations that have signed on. 

13:24:18 Even before it's introduced. 

13:23:52 We're also really grateful to you know all of the, you know, kind of both sector spanning 

organizations like the forum and the council and others as well as the individual on the ground, 

nonprofits, the National nonprofits and the foundations and philanthropy 

13:24:22 We look forward to working on this with all of you. 

13:24:26 Thanks for being really appreciate that. 

13:24:29 And deduct type of holding up pretty well. 

13:24:31 So thanks for that. 

13:24:10 supporting organizations that have signed on formally in support of the bill. 

13:24:16 Even before it's introduced. So we look forward to working on this with all of you. 

13:24:35 So we we've gone over. 

13:24:24 Thanks man really appreciate that and duct tape is holding up pretty well. So thanks. 

13:24:41 Sort of the top sort of top of mind issues, 

13:24:44 but you also do want it to hot. We also want it to highlight. 

13:24:46 Other issues. 

13:24:47 For support. 

13:24:48 And that includes asking your member of Congress who joined the 

13:24:50 philanthropy caucus. 

13:24:54 You will hear from the co-chairs during the cultures of the caucus 

13:24:58 during foundation on the hill this year. 

13:25:01 And so you'll see more about this and within your package that you get 



13:25:04 for talking points, but we do want to uplift. 

13:25:06 That aspect of, of, of foundations on the hill. 

13:24:33 So we've, we've gone over sort of the top, sort of Top of Mind issues. We also do wanted to. 

We also wanted to highlight. Other issues for support, and that includes asking your member of 

Congress to join the philanthropy caucus, you will hear from the 

13:24:49 CO chairs during the cultures of the caucus during foundation on the hill this year. And so you'll 

see more about this in within your package that you get for talking points but we do want to uplift that 

aspect of foundation on the hill. 

13:25:04 And then voting rights as you know the forum and a lot of you joined, over, over 95 folks join 

on our letter to the Senate, asking them to pass voting rights legislation. 

13:25:27 And then voting rights as you know, the forum. 

13:25:29 And a lot of you joined over over 95 folks joined on our letter 

13:25:33 to the Senate, asking them to pass voting rights legislation. 

13:25:36 As you know, 

13:25:37 they combined the John Lewis voting rights advancement act with the 

13:25:41 freedom to vote act. And while they did that, 

13:25:43 it still failed to pass the Senate. 

13:25:45 And so. 

13:25:16 As you know they combined. The Jon Lovitz voting rights Advancement Act, with the freedom 

to vote act, and while they did that it's still failed to pass the Senate. 

13:25:46 We, you know, we, we are not in the business of just. 

13:25:48 Just stop talking about an issue just because it fails. 

13:25:50 And so we wanted to continue the drum beat on the voting rights issue 

13:25:53 and let them know that. 

13:25:54 Philanthropy is invested in this issue. 

13:25:56 At to see. 

13:25:57 Racial discrimination and eliminate it from the voting rights process. 

13:25:59 And so that continues to be an important aspect for us. 

13:26:02 And while we, we know some folks may be uncomfortable 

13:25:27 And so, we you know we we are not in the business of just to just stop talking about an issue 

just because it fails. And so we wanted to continue the drumbeat on the voting rights issue, and let them 

know that philanthropy is invested in this issue. 



13:26:05 talking about the issue. We know that the broader. 

13:26:07 Sector has been on board with uplifting voting rights. 

13:26:11 And we appreciate those of you who have. 

13:26:12 Taking a stand with, with us at the forum. 

13:26:14 Including our partners. 

13:26:15 And the kalpoe to uplift voting rights. 

13:26:18 Where we can. 

13:26:19 And so we want to do the same at a foundations on the hill. 

13:25:43 To see a racial discrimination and eliminate it from the voting rights process. And so that 

continues to be an important ask for us. And while we we know some folks may be uncomfortable 

talking about the issue we know that the broader sector has been 

13:26:21 And then also finally the council. 

13:26:23 Has. 

13:26:25 Supported and helped help. 

13:26:26 Draft. 

13:25:59 on board with uplifting voting rights and we appreciate those of you who have taken a stand 

with with us at the forum, including our partners is and the council to uplift voting rights, where we can 

and so we want to do the same. 

13:26:29 With members of Congress and post-grad scholarship legislation. 

13:26:32 And that is. 

13:26:34 You can do the bill, bill a number's there on the screen. 

13:26:16 at foundations on the hill. 

13:26:40 And that could be another opportunity. 

13:26:41 Maybe if each of you choose to uplift that piece of legislation. 

13:26:18 And then also, finally, the council has supported and help. Help a draft with members of 

Congress and post grad scholarship legislation, and that is going to the bill, bill numbers there on the 

screen. 

13:26:45 During your meetings. 

13:26:46 So we're going to stop there. I'll stop sharing my screen. 

13:26:49 And then just give folks a moment for reflection. 

13:26:53 Any questions that they may have rough, as I know that was. 



13:26:56 A lot too, to go through. 

13:26:34 And that can be another opportunity if each of you choose to lift that piece of legislation. 

13:26:40 During your meetings. 

13:27:08 Yes, we will be sharing a flag and also there will be a recording. 

13:27:11 The recording will be phenomics Monday. 

13:27:12 For this. 

13:27:14 Any other questions? 

13:26:42 So we're going to stop there I'll stop sharing my screen, and then just give folks a moment for 

reflection. Any questions that they may have rough as I know that was a lot to go through. 

13:27:01 Yes, we will be sharing a slide. 

13:27:16 Pretty straightforward. 

13:27:04 And also there will be a recording the recording will be sent out next Monday for this. 

13:27:19 Any concerns. 

13:27:25 All right. 

13:27:31 Oh, Maggie. 

13:27:33 If you have your hand up. 

13:27:13 Any other questions. Pretty straightforward, 

13:27:18 any concerns. 

13:27:24 All right. 

13:27:34 Yeah. 

13:27:35 Just a quick question. 

13:27:40 Like on the forum website, 

13:27:41 is there quick access to all the bills you referenced? 

13:27:43 I think we need to look at them up one by one. 

13:27:50 Yeah, we don't have quick access to on the, on the fourth website, 

13:27:30 Oh, Maggie. If you have your hand up. 

13:27:53 but we can, we can add those to other resources, like. 

13:27:33 Yeah. Just a quick question is there, like on the forum website is there quick access to all the 

bills you reference or do we need to be looking them up, one by one. 



13:27:55 So that we can even just direct our members. 

13:27:57 We'll do. 

13:28:08 And for the nonprofit bill, 

13:28:09 we'll have a link that redirects food independent sector is very nice. 

13:27:44 Yeah, we don't have quick access on them on the website we can we can add those to the 

resources like yeah I think that would be great, so that we can even just direct our members. 

13:27:56 That way, may go. 

13:28:11 Write up about the bill and the section by section on their website. 

13:28:14 All right. 

13:28:16 Well, the next piece was just sort of. 

13:28:21 Going over some reminders for team leads. 

13:28:23 We know we had a lot of folks join us on the last. 

13:28:27 On the last call, but we also just, I know we have new folks as well. 

13:28:00 And for the nonprofit bill will have a link that redirects to the independent sector is very nice 

write up about the bill and the section by section on their website. 

13:28:29 So just going over some of the. 

13:28:32 Some of the things that we talked about and some, maybe some, some, 

13:28:35 some things that folks might've missed. 

13:28:36 On the, on the last call. 

13:28:37 Of so. 

13:28:11 All right. Well, the next piece was just sort of going over some reminders for team leads we 

know we had a lot of folks joining us on the last on the last call but we also just know we have new folks 

as well so just going over some of the some of the 

13:28:27 things that we talked about and some maybe some some some things that folks might have 

missed on the last call. 

13:28:56 It's important to communicate with your team members that we talked 

13:28:58 about starting today, you will get your registration lists for, 

13:29:01 for each state. 

13:29:02 And so you'll see how much work you need to do in order to increase 

13:28:36 So, it's important to communicate with your team members that we talked about. Starting 

today, you will get your registration list for for each state. 



13:29:05 your registration, or you can see, and also you can see who, 

13:28:45 And so you'll see how much work you need to do in order to increase your registration or you 

can see, and also you can see who, who will be joining your team. 

13:29:09 who will be joining your team. 

13:29:10 When you receive your confirmation for each attendee. 

13:29:12 As a team lead. 

13:29:14 And make sure you reach out to those folks. 

13:29:15 And let them know that you're your point of contact. 

13:29:17 And it's important again, 

13:29:18 to remember that they might not be a member of your PSO, 

13:29:20 but if they are either a part of a national PSO, 

13:28:56 When you receive your confirmation for each attendee as a team lead, make sure you reach 

out to those folks, and let them know that you're your point of contact. 

13:29:22 Or they are a part of. 

13:29:24 On the foundation in, in your region. 

13:29:26 They are allowed to join your team. 

13:29:28 And so it's important to keep those lines of communication open with 

13:29:30 those folks. 

13:29:35 And also, 

13:29:36 I would also point out too that while we do have traditionally have 

13:29:39 teams put together based on regions and states from where the country. 

13:29:04 And it's important again to remember that they might not be a member of your PSL but if they 

are either part of a national PSL, or they are a part of another foundation in your region. 

13:29:19 They are allowed to join your team. And so it's important to keep those lines of communication 

open with those folks. 

13:29:44 We do know that we have a lot of national PSOs interested in 

13:29:46 investment in foundations on the hill. 

13:29:48 And so one thing that you can do at the national PSLV to join a state 

13:29:51 or regional group, 

13:29:52 And that you want to target. If you want to target specific. 



13:29:54 Specific legislators. 

13:29:55 But also, you can also, if you would like to gather some PSL partners. 

13:29:26 That's all I would also point out to that while we do have traditionally have teams, put together 

based on regions and states from one country. We do know that we have a lot of national PSL is 

interested in investment and foundation on the hill. 

13:29:59 To meet with committee chairs. 

13:30:01 Or. 

13:30:04 Folks who are spearheading specific bills that touch on issues that 

13:30:08 you care about. You're allowed to do that as well. 

13:30:10 And just make sure that you are communicating with the regional group. 

13:30:12 Who, who that member of Congress might be so that there isn't any, 

13:29:39 And so one thing you can do as a national PSL is either join a state or regional group, and that 

you want to target. If you want to target specific specific legislators, but also you can also if you would 

like to gather some PSL partners to meet with 

13:30:15 you know, 

13:29:55 committee chairs or folks who are spearheading specific bills that touch on issues that you care 

about, you're allowed to do that as well. And just make sure that you are communicating with the 

regional group who who that member of congress might be so 

13:30:23 Crosstalk and any confusion from, from the office, but we, 

13:30:25 we welcome national partners to, 

13:30:27 to engage as much as they would like to in these meetings as well. 

13:30:30 Scheduling your meeting with your boss team again, 

13:30:32 to find who you want to attend each meeting. 

13:30:10 that there isn't any, you know, crosstalk and any confusion from from the office but we 

welcome national partners to to engage as much as they would like to in these meetings as well. 

13:30:40 Because you are on zoo, 

13:30:41 the capability of you having a lot of folks is, 

13:30:44 is more likely as opposed to if you were in person, you would, 

13:30:47 you know, 

13:30:48 Trying to fit 30 people in the office. If it's kind of difficult. 

13:30:50 But if you did have 30 folks on your zoom meeting, 



13:30:25 scheduling your meeting with your boss team again decide who you want to attend each 

meeting. 

13:30:52 I would say you would need to assign folks to speak and everyone won't 

13:30:30 Because you are on zoom the capability of you having a lot of folks is more likely, as opposed 

to if you were in person, you would, you know, trying to get 30 people in offices, it's kind of difficult, but 

if you did have 30 folks on your zoom meeting, 

13:30:56 be allowed. 

13:30:57 You know, we'll be able to speak to. 

13:30:59 The member of Congress or their staff giving the short time most 

13:31:01 meetings are, and the amount of. 

13:31:02 And the amount of things that you would like to say. So. 

13:31:08 Just make sure that you have sort of a game plan for that. 

13:30:45 I would say you would need to assign folks to speak, and everyone won't be, you know, won't 

be able to speak to the member of Congress or their staff giving the short time most meetings are, and 

the amount of amount of things that you would like to say 

13:31:11 And we'll go over the protocols specifically. 

13:31:13 Add mix. 

13:31:14 The webinar two weeks from today. 

13:31:19 Request meetings today is the we're in the last full week of February. 

13:31:22 So it's a good time to start requesting those meetings. 

13:31:24 Especially as we head into March. 

13:31:28 Because this is eight because the foundations on the hill is April 5th 

13:31:31 through seventh. 

13:31:32 A month out is a good amount of time for folks to, 

13:31:34 to get meeting requests. 

13:31:35 Because of members of Congress schedules. 

13:31:40 Tend to vary. It's good to, 

13:31:41 to start at least a month out to get those requests. 

13:31:12 Request meetings today is the we're in the last full week of February, so it's a good time to 

start requesting those meetings, especially as we head into March, because this is a because the 

foundation on the hills, April 5 through seventh, a month out 



13:31:28 is a good amount of time for folks to to get meeting request. 

13:31:47 They'll probably have you jumped through a few hoops and then finalize 

13:31:50 in a week or so, so it's good to start scheduling those meetings now. 

13:31:54 We have uploaded on the website, a sample meeting request letter, 

13:31:57 and also a guide to scheduling heal meetings. 

13:32:00 Please feel free to look that up, download them, use them as you can. 

13:31:32 Because members of Congress schedules tend to vary. It's good to start at least a month out to 

get those requests. They're probably have you jumped through a few hoops, and then finalized in a 

week or so so let's get to start scheduling those meetings. 

13:32:04 And then as you, as your meetings become finalized, 

13:32:06 please share with us. 

13:32:07 What your schedule looks like, and that will help us. 

13:31:49 Now, we have uploaded on the website sample meeting request letter and also a guide to 

scheduling unhealed meetings, please feel free to look that up, download them use them as you can. 

13:32:11 In an overall general matrix to, to ensure we know what. 

13:32:15 What foundation on the hill meeting schedules look like. 

13:32:20 Just allow enough time between your meetings, you know, 

13:32:22 that you have two weeks to do meetings. 

13:32:00 And then as you as your meetings become finalized please share with us what your schedule 

looks like and that will help us in an overall general matrix to to ensure we know what went down based 

on the hill meeting schedules look like. 

13:32:24 And also participate in some programming. 

13:32:30 Make sure you're keeping track of your meetings. And you know, 

13:32:32 if you need any information that you can't buy in about a member of 

13:32:35 Congress, 

13:32:36 Or their staff, please let us know. And we'll happy to, 

13:32:38 we're happy to send that to you. 

13:32:15 Then just allow enough time between your meetings, you know that you have two weeks to do 

meetings, and also participate in some programming. 

13:32:43 Again, 

13:32:44 it's important to coordinate a pre a conference call with your team. 



13:32:46 This will ensure everyone's on page. 

13:32:52 Again, this year on flop car, 

13:32:53 you'll have the ability to sort of huddle with your team within the 

13:32:56 platform. 

13:32:23 Make sure you keeping track of your meetings and, you know, if you need any information that 

you can't find about a member of Congress, or their staff please let us know and we'll happy to happy to 

send that to you. 

13:32:38 Again, it's important to coordinate a pre conference call with your team. 

13:32:57 So that w that could be something you could do. 

13:32:59 But just make sure that prior to your meetings, 

13:33:03 That you're meeting with your, 

13:33:05 your team members and assigning giving assignments. 

13:33:08 And, and making sure that folks, 

13:33:10 all the unanswered questions are answered before you. 

13:33:12 Head into your meetings with your members or your, or their staff. 

13:32:43 This will ensure everyone's on page again this year on swap car you'll have the ability to sort of 

huddle with your team within the platform. So that was that could be something you could do, but just 

make sure that prior to your meetings that you're 

13:32:58 meeting with your, your team members and assigning and giving assignments and making sure 

folks all the unanswered questions are answered before you head into your meetings with your 

members or your or their staff. 

13:33:23 And then again, a lot of folks are, you know, 

13:33:24 have done this in the past. We encourage you to send information. 

13:33:27 You can brand it. 

13:33:28 That focuses on your organization, your PSO. 

13:33:31 But make sure they have information about you all ahead of time and 

13:33:34 that they are prepared when they, when they're meeting with you. 

13:33:15 And then, again, a lot of folks who are, you know, have done in the past we encourage you to 

send information you can brand it that that focuses on your organization or PSL. 

13:33:39 So we just encourage you to, to, 

13:33:41 to make sure materials are personalized and that the message is. 



13:33:45 As well received, but also a succinct and not overwhelming in nature. 

13:33:49 And you can have, we have resources of examples on the fourth website. 

13:33:26 But make sure they have information about you all ahead of time and that they are prepared 

when they when they're meeting with you. 

13:33:53 For you all to take a look at. 

13:33:57 But, and if you have finalized your you're going to have packets, 

13:34:01 please feel free to share with us. 

13:34:02 And we can add those to the websites as a guide for four members. 

13:33:31 So we just encourage you to, to, to make sure materials are personalizing the message is, as 

well received and, but also succinct and not overwhelming and nature, and you can have, we have 

resources and examples on the website for you all to take a look 

13:34:12 And again, you can find all of this information on the website, 

13:34:14 including who your team lead is, et cetera. 

13:33:50 at, but and if you have finalized. Your, your head package please feel free to share with us, and 

we can add those to the websites as a guide for for members. 

13:34:17 That is available on, on, on the website. 

13:34:19 All right. 

13:34:20 Do we have any other questions or answers? 

13:34:23 I'll stop sharing again. 

13:34:26 To see if folks have any questions, concerns. 

13:34:03 And again, you can find all this information on the website, including who your team leaders, 

etc. 

13:34:12 that is available on the website. 

13:34:16 All right. 

13:34:29 Do we have any blind spots that we aren't aware of? 

13:34:18 Do we have any other questions or answers. 

13:34:31 Please let us know. 

13:34:38 We have some time. So I know we did. 

13:34:43 Some introductions earlier, but if, 

13:34:45 if folks have anything they'd like to say or any questions. 



13:34:22 I'll stop sharing again to see if folks have any questions, concerns, do we have any blind spots 

that we aren't aware of please let us know. 

13:34:34 We have some time. 

13:34:47 We're for people who have participated in, in PA. 

13:34:50 Care to share any anecdotes or expertise. 

13:34:53 This would be your time to do so. 

13:34:57 Maggie, would you like to share anything? 

13:34:59 I hate to put you on the spot. 

13:35:03 Okay. 

13:34:36 So I know we did some introductions earlier. But if folks have anything they'd like to say or any 

questions or for for people who have participated in foster care to share any anecdotes or expertise. 

13:34:50 This would be your time to do so. 

13:35:06 You know, there are a couple of things like the. 

13:35:08 That particular. 

13:35:10 At the table. 

13:35:12 Bill. 

13:35:13 You know, 

13:35:15 Is is us trying to think as a, as a group. 

13:35:17 And as people being engaged, how do we find that? 

13:35:19 Republican. 

13:34:55 Maggie, would you like to share anything to put you on the spot. I was like, talking. 

13:35:02 Okay, yeah, cuz I just you know there are a couple things like the that particular seat at the 

table. 

13:35:23 You know, as Ben said, some people are. 

13:35:29 Need that to need and want that to be a bipartisan 

13:35:33 presentation. 

13:35:34 When we're asking our members to sign on to it. 

13:35:36 But I think. 

13:35:37 As Ben said, we're getting a little impatient, right? 

13:35:39 We don't want to wait. 



13:35:11 Bill, you know, is is us trying to think as a group and as people being engaged, how do we find 

that republican co sponsor right because I think you know as Ben said some people are need that to 

both need and want that to be a bipartisan presentation. 

13:35:40 So far out to Melbourne. 

13:35:44 Mobilize that we don't have a lot of our people engaged in supporting 

13:35:47 it. 

13:35:48 But I just wonder if this. 

13:35:54 Brain trust or have members interested in policy also 

13:35:29 When we're asking our members to sign on to it so. But I think as Ben said we're getting a little 

impatient right that that we, we don't want to wait so far out to mobilize that we don't have a lot of our 

people engaged in supporting it but, but I just 

13:35:58 have relationships with. 

13:35:59 Some of the representatives that. 

13:36:01 I mean, it, 

13:36:02 it's a kind of a no brainer and very common sense. 

13:36:04 Smart bill and approach to the way that the sector works. 

13:36:08 And one of the pieces when you were talking about the. 

13:36:11 The sector in this moment in time. 

13:36:15 That's the whole trust factor becomes. 

13:35:46 wonder if this this brain trust of folks who are have members interested in policy also have 

relationships with some of their representatives that I mean it to me too. 

13:36:16 Then we become really critical to them. 

13:36:18 And they cannot do their work. 

13:36:20 Effectively without our participation. 

13:36:25 To both ensure that under-invested communities are represented in 

13:36:28 public policy. 

13:36:29 Decisions, but also. 

13:36:31 That we hold them accountable to that. 

13:36:32 Right. 



13:35:57 It's a kind of a no brainer and very common sense of smart bill and approach to the way that 

the sector works and one of the pieces. When you were talking about the importance of the sector in 

this moment in time, that whole trust factor becomes that 

13:36:34 And so. 

13:36:38 I think it's, there's gotta be somebody out there. 

13:36:13 we become really critical to them when they cannot do our their work effectively without our 

participation to both ensure that under invested communities are represented in public policy decisions 

but also that we hold them accountable to it. 

13:36:41 It's willing to like, do the right thing. 

13:36:42 For the sector. 

13:36:44 So just thought I would. 

13:36:47 Throw that out there in case people have relationships that they might 

13:36:49 be able to work with. Ben. 

13:36:50 And with Matthew to think of that out. 

13:36:52 Thanks Maggie. 

13:36:56 And yeah, we are, we are so grateful. 

13:36:30 Right. And so, it's I think it's, there's got to be somebody out there that's willing to like do the 

right thing for the sector. So just just thought I would throw that out there in case people have 

relationships that they might be able to work with Ben, 

13:36:58 Two. 

13:37:03 To Jen and their organizations and to other national organizations for 

13:37:06 their. 

13:37:08 We. 

13:36:46 and with Matthew to figure that out. 

13:36:50 Thanks, Maggie. Appreciate it. 

13:37:09 Yeah. 

13:37:14 Hopefully we're in a position where you're asking for co-sponsorship. 

13:37:19 But not there yet. 

13:37:23 Network to be deploying. 

13:37:25 And a great opportunity. 



13:36:53 And, yeah, we are, we are so grateful to, to Matthew and to Jen and their organizations, and to 

other national organizations for their, their partnership on this. 

13:37:06 We. 

13:37:27 So I would, I would welcome. 

13:37:29 Chance to connect with. 

13:37:32 This sucks directly. I mean, I would love to keep. 

13:37:36 And gentlemen, such great partners in that effort. 

13:37:38 That would love to make sure they're in the loop as well. 

13:37:41 But we. 

13:37:43 We're grateful for it. 

13:37:45 Thanks man. 

13:37:09 Yeah we hopefully we're in a position where you're asking for co sponsorships come April, but 

if the if the ask is, is not there yet. Boy, this is a heck of a network to be deploying and and a great 

opportunity. 

13:37:46 Thanks Maggie. 

13:37:47 I appreciate that. 

13:37:25 So I would, I would welcome chance to connect with with folks directly I mean I would love to 

keep Matthews Matthews, and gentlemen such great partners in that effort so would love to make sure 

they're in the loop as well as they have been. 

13:37:49 We have two hands up. So Deborah and then Holly. 

13:37:51 From Illinois. 

13:37:40 But we are grateful for it. 

13:37:55 If you did cover this and I missed it. 

13:38:00 It's more of a logistical question. 

13:38:01 I know we actually just shared our legislative agenda with. 

13:37:45 Thanks man. Thanks Maggie appreciate that. 

13:37:46 We put two hands up so Deborah and then Holly from Illinois. 

13:38:04 This morning, we were able to include some really wonderful. 

13:38:07 Photographs. 

13:38:15 Take screenshots have some documentation on capturing. 



13:38:19 Yeah, good question. 

13:37:50 I thank you and premium, if you did cover this and I missed it. This is more of a logistical 

question, I know we actually just shared our legislative agenda with our public policy committee this 

morning we were able to include some really wonderful photographs 

13:38:25 That was something that I meant to cover. So last year, 

13:38:05 from past foundations on the hill in person, what do you what do you know about our ability to 

take screenshots and and really just sort of have some documentation and capturing of these great 

conversations that will be having. 

13:38:29 There are a lot of teams that took screenshots. 

13:38:33 The only thing I would suggest is that you ask that staff member 

13:38:37 beforehand. 

13:38:38 For taking screenshots. 

13:38:39 With the member of Congress or, or the fabric. 

13:38:18 Yeah, good question and that was something that I meant to cover. So, last year. 

13:38:40 Themselves. 

13:38:46 So I think that would be the only thing you have to do. 

13:38:48 And maybe even like when they joined the meeting maybe early. 

13:38:52 Just say, Hey, we'd like to show that we participate in this meeting. 

13:38:55 Do you mind if we take screenshots and most of them. 

13:38:27 There are a lot of teams that took screenshots. The only thing I would suggest is that you ask 

the staff member beforehand, for taking screenshots, with the member of Congress or or the staff Excel 

themselves. 

13:38:57 Are are fine with it. 

13:38:58 And then also when you're not meeting the member of Congress, 

13:39:00 We encourage you to take as many screenshots as possible. 

13:38:39 So I think that would be the only thing you have to do, and maybe even, like when they join the 

meeting maybe early. Just say hey we'd like to, you know, show that we participate in this meeting, do 

you mind if we take screenshots and most of them are 

13:39:05 Particularly with your logos and Poff logos so that people know that 

13:39:08 you participated. 

13:39:11 And so, yeah, 

13:39:12 screenshots long story short are encouraged just to make sure you get 



13:39:14 the permission of the other member. 

13:38:53 fine with it, and then also when you're not meeting with member Congress, we encourage you 

to take as many screenshots as possible, particularly with your logos and logos so that you know people 

know that you participated. 

13:39:16 Do we need the permission of our members to do that or no? 

13:39:18 I don't, I don't think, I don't think you do for that. 

13:39:21 I think there's a disclaimer in our foster language somewhere. 

13:39:05 And so yeah, screenshots, long story short are encouraged just make sure you get the 

permission of the other member. 

13:39:23 It feels like a conference it'd. 

13:39:27 Going to a conference, same thing I thought I thought Holly's hand up. 

13:39:33 So my question is if you or others in the room have. 

13:39:11 Do we need the permission of our members to do that or no, I don't, I don't think, I don't think 

you do for that. There's a disclaimer in our foster language, somewhere. 

13:39:21 It's just like a conference if you're going to a conference, same thing. 

13:39:36 Like tips or materials that talk about. 

13:39:41 The rules about lobbying. 

13:39:43 Tropic sector because. 

13:39:47 In Illinois right now there's a heightened level of anxiety about that 

13:39:49 because. 

13:39:50 The state legislation and. 

13:39:25 I thought I saw Holly's pained up dead. Yeah. So my question is, if you were others in the room 

have like tips or materials that talk about the rules about lobbying in the philanthropic sector because in 

Illinois right now there's a heightened level of 

13:39:56 I'm expecting that to be a barrier for engagement. 

13:39:58 So I just want to be proactive. 

13:40:00 And so if there's like a tip sheet or a fact sheet about. 

13:40:02 The relative ability of the philanthropic sector. 

13:40:06 To lobby at the federal level. 

13:40:07 Be really helpful. Cause then I can be proactive. 

13:40:08 Does that make sense? 



13:40:11 Yeah, it makes sense. We can, we can share something. 

13:39:45 anxiety about that because there's some state legislation and I'm expecting that to be a barrier 

for engagement. So I just want to be proactive and so if there's like a tip sheet or a fact sheet about the 

relative ability of the philanthropic sector to 

13:40:15 When you say barriers, you're saying barrier that the state level. 

13:40:00 lobby at the federal level and be really helpful because then I can be proactive. 

13:40:18 So I've, I've just found some folks think. 

13:40:22 If I'm a funder, I'm not allowed to do any lobbying. Oh. 

13:40:25 Our own like idea of a barrier. Okay. Yeah. 

13:40:16 Does that make sense. Yeah, yeah make sense we can we can share something, when you say 

barriers, you're saying barrier that the state level. 

13:40:28 I don't want people to not engage. 

13:40:33 Kind of ignore the invitations, 

13:40:35 just because of that perception right off the bat. 

13:40:36 And then Illinois at the state level. 

13:40:39 It has a new lot. It was effective January 1st. 

13:40:40 That's highly problematic. 

13:40:43 So it's contributing to what people already were anxious about, 

13:40:15 So I've, I've just found some folks think, if I'm a funder I'm not allowed to do any lobbying Oh, 

go with their own like idea of a barrier Okay, yeah. 

13:40:46 even more so. 

13:40:47 So I just want to think about that while in advance. 

13:40:31 So I don't want people to not engage, just like kind of ignore the invitations just because of 

that perception right off the bat. And then, Illinois at the state level has a new law that was effective 

January 1 that's highly problematic and so it's contributing 

13:40:53 Sure I will. We'll be sure to share those. 

13:40:55 Some resources and partners that like the lion through death. 

13:40:57 I have some great stuff as well. So we'll share some stuff for you. 

13:40:59 We're working with them and bolder advocacy. 

13:41:01 So I just want it, but. 



13:40:39 to what people already were anxious about even more so. So I just want to think about that 

well in advance. Sure, I will I will be sure to share those some resources we have some partners that like 

the lines were desperate that they have some great stuff 

13:41:06 If you have something already specific to this event, 

13:40:53 as well so we'll share some stuff for yeah and we're working with them and bolder advocacy. 

13:41:08 or if folks in the room have links, they want to post and shadow. 

13:41:10 I look for that too. So thank you everybody. 

13:41:12 Sure thing. 

13:41:13 And they wouldn't apply specifically. 

13:41:17 Because it would just, it would just be overall the rules in general. 

13:41:19 So we'll, but we will tell you something. 

13:41:21 And bill free folk to share other resources. You may have. 

13:40:58 So I just wanted but I didn't know she had something already specific to this event or if folks in 

the room have links they want to post in chat I'll look for that too. 

13:41:07 So thank you, everybody. 

13:41:25 All right. Any other questions? Concerns? 

13:41:09 Sure thing, and they wouldn't apply specifically for men because it would just, it would just be 

overall the rules in general. So, but we will tell you something. 

13:41:35 I asked in shadow. 

13:41:39 It probably got missed. And this is I don't, 

13:41:18 And feel free to share other resources you may have. 

13:41:22 All right. Any other questions, concerns. 

13:41:40 I'm not trying to pester you. 

13:41:42 Will you be sending the slides? 

13:41:43 Is that going to come on Monday with the recording? 

13:41:45 I just want to make sure I looked for that. Cause I'm in like that. 

13:41:47 Throes of meeting planning. 

13:41:48 Yeah. 

13:41:49 Well, there'll be fit on Monday. 

13:41:54 Okay, thank you. 



13:41:33 I asked in shadow, it probably got missed in this is I don't I'm not trying to pester you, um, 

when will you be sending the slides is that going to come on Monday with the recording I just want to 

make sure I look for that because I'm in like the throes 

13:41:45 of meeting planning. 


